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Mcdodo CH-1600 car holder with inductive charger (black).
Introducing the Mcdodo CH-1600 car mount, which is a revolutionary combination of wireless charging and convenience. Equipped with a
dual coil, it guarantees maximum inductive charging performance of up to 15W, while keeping your device stable.
 
Convenient and secure mounting
The  mount  was  created  with  your  comfort  in  mind,  which  is  why  it  offers  two  mounting  systems:  a  suction  cup  for  mounting  on  the
dashboard and a clip for the air vents, ensuring convenient and flexible installation in any car. Durable ABS and PC materials guarantee
long-lasting use and safety of the device while driving.
 
Innovative technology
Powered by advanced QC3.0/PD3.0 input, the mount provides optimal charging for compatible devices. Its unique feature is a capacitor
that allows the holder to be opened and closed up to 3-5 times when the car is turned off, adding extra convenience during daily use.
 
Automation for easy control
The  Mcdodo  CH-1600  Induction  Charger  features  an  intelligent  induction  system  that  automatically  opens  and  closes  the  handle
mechanism, providing easy access to your device. This process not only makes it easier to operate with one hand, but also makes it safer
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to use while driving.
 
Included
Car charger
Holder with suction cup
Vent mount
USB-C cable
User manual
	Manufacturer
	Mcdodo
	Model
	CH-1600
	Material
	ABS+PC
	Input
	QC3.0/PD3.0 5V2A, 9V2A, 12V1.25A max.
	Output power
	15w Max.
	Dimensions
	107.1 x 62.7 x 22mm 
	Weight
	130g

Preço:

Antes: € 30.504

Agora: € 27.99

Acessórios para telemóveis, Cars, Phone mounts
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